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VOCABULAIRE  A  MAITRISER 

Body corps
Attempt tenter, tentative
Intense intense
Denounce dénoncer
Battle bataille, combat
Hollow creux , creuser
Alone seul
Surround environner, entourage
Hostile hostile
Solid massif, solide
Divide (se)diviser, séparation
Problem problème
Release relâcher, libérer
Natural naturel
Anger colère
Appear paraître, apparaître

Popular populaire
Possible possible
Depression depression
Instrument instrument
Attention attention, garde-à-vous
Helicopter hélicoptère
Dissident dissident
Excellent excellent 
Hospital hôpital
Demonstrate démontrer, manifester
Population population
Disappear disparaître
Conservative conservateur
Ancestor ancêtre, aïeul
Establish établir, fonder
Examine examiner 
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At 6 :00 ?pm there are many cars in the street,
but at 6:00 am there were few 

And there is much noise now,
while there was little noise this morning 



In winter, there is much rain and there are many clouds  page 217

On the highway, there are many cars and there is much traffic

In the freezer, there is much food and there are many ice-creams

On the table , there is much bread and there are many apples

A rich man has much money and many dollars.

In Summer, there are few clouds and there is little rain.

On a country road, there are few cars and there is little traffic

A poor man has little money and few dollar-bills.

In Siberia, there are few people and there is much snow.

In a library , there are many books and there is much dust.
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This boy has too much money and too many CDs :

as much money as my son, and as many CDs as my daughter,

but too little intelligence,and too few books.

Créez vos phrases :

We won’t go to Cannes in August because there 
is too much traffic and there are too many people 

I prefer to fly to Cannes, instead of driving because
there is too much danger and there are too many
accidents 

My car offers more seats and more space than your car

Today , there are more ( fewer) windstorms than yesterday



La chanson de l’étape

It had to be you

It had to be you, it had to be you, 
I wandered around an' finally found 
Somebody who 
Could make me be true 
Could make me be blue 
And even be glad, just to be sad, thinkin' of you, 
Some others I've seen 
Might never be mean 
Might never be cross, or try to be boss, 
But they wouldn't do 
For nobody else gave me a thrill, 
With all your faults, I love you still, 
It had to be you, wonderful you, it had to be you! 

Some others I've seen 
Might never be mean 
Might never be cross, or try to be boss, 
But they wouldn't do 
Nobody else gave me a thrill, 
With all your faults, I love you still, 
It had to be you, wonderful you, it had to be you! 
It just had to be you!


